
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 
 
What is Immiserve? 

 
It is a cloud-based end-to-end immigration software for attorneys, 
petitioners & beneficiaries, with powerful and intelligent petition building, 
petition analysis and RFE response building features. It is a digital 
immigration platform that supports the immigration process beyond case 
and practice management software services. We resolve immigration 
challenges by innovating digitally 

 Enable Attorneys to move seamlessly into e-immigration practice 
 Solve the bigger problem of Immigration Management for 

Companies 
 Enable Individuals to create their world and live their lives 

confidently 

 

Why we use this Immiserve? 

         
To provide an effortless service on your Immigration. It is a Platform to get 
the IMMIGRATION without facing any issues like so many peoples are 
using paper work and facing so many issues to wasting their time. Our 
innovative, digital, immigration software platform enables simple, 
comprehensive, and integrated immigration automation. Our innovative, 
digital, immigration software platform enables simple, comprehensive, and 
integrated immigration automation. Top benefits of using Immiserve 
includes. 

 

• Complete transparency and collaboration among stakeholders 
• Simple, comprehensive, and integrated immigration automation 
• Increase in visa approvals and revenue 
• Reduced RFEs and workload 
• Clarity in future business strategy. 



Features of Immiserve 
 

What is Law Firm of Immiserve? 
 

Our immigration law firm software is a robust system which is enabled 
for many visa types, making it a comprehensive software, bundling 
immigration software, case, and practice management features, that any 
attorney might need. It directly impacts the bottom line of the practice, 
freeing up more time to cater to a larger number of clients and improving 
operational efficiency. 
We believe that one size fits one and therefore offer the Immiserve 
Operating System – the ability to evolve with USCIS policy changes, 
going beyond immigration, with additional automation and intelligence. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Petition vs Forms 
 

Covers petition lifecycles, reducing workload through a one-time capture 
of all subject matter. Complete petition building, default and custom letter 
template, workflow management, notifications, supporting documents 
and more. 



End-to-end Immigration Lifecycle 

 
Hemming in complete Immigration journeys through the whole spectrum 
of your clients’ professional and family life. Lottery, visa stamping, mobile 
apps, updated policies, employment/family visas and forms, facilitating 
tracking immigration lifecycles in one place. 

Build Intelligent Petitions Quickly, Save Time & Effort 

 
Build robust, complete petitions, with recommendations that improve 
petitioning outcomes. Guided petition building through simple timeline 
steps reduces workload for overburdened attorneys and paralegals. 

 

Analyse Built Petitions, Increase Petition Success Rates 

 
Petition Analysis is the virtual adjudicator that highlights missing details 
and suggests recommendations. Increase petition success rates and 
generate revenue apart from minimizing the number of denials. 

 

Effective Case Management 

 
Transparent & Intuitive Workflows helps cater to multiple cases and yet 
keep track of each case individually. Simplify and streamline immigration 
tracking, case management, documentation, and client management. 

 

 

 



Practice Management at its Best 

 
Impress clients with a range of practice management features that reflect 
efficient operations. Ease of use & guided workflows help in easy work 
delegation. Petition building, analysis, workflow management, billing & 
invoicing with petition level notifications and alerts on important 
immigration events. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Covering End-to-end Immigration for 
Companies 
 

We mitigate losses for Petitioners 

 
Complex petition building, ever changing policies, unending 
documentation may cause disruption in business for employers, apart from 
the time and money invested in immigration management. By outsourcing 
immigration, there is no transparency and control over immigration 
processes. The return on investment is fuzzy. 

Our Immigration Software helps employers prepare, track, manage and 
navigate employment-based petitions with better control over each stage, 
with powerful case management and immigration software features, 
surpassing all immigration forms software features. Our goal is to improve 
acceptance, and reduce denials faced by employers over various visa types, 
thus reducing time and money taken to process applications. 

 

End-to-end Immigration 
 

Digitize, unify, and streamline the US immigration process, with a special 
focus on petition building for a wide range of work visas. Build accurate 
RFE responses, Green card applications at the right time and more. 

 

Stay Compliant, Welcome Audits 
 

Ensure employer obligations are met, including public and private access 
file storage, LCA posting and acknowledgment, I-9 forms, FDNS 
compliance, and internal audits. Securely store and access confidential 
files and documents digitally, all in one place. 

 



Generate Reports to See Patterns 

  
Manage multiple visa applications like a pro! Extensive reporting, 
analytics and forecasting made easy. Create custom reports by simply 
dragging data into it, templatize it, schedule it for a few recipients. 

 

 

Robust Petition Building & Analysis 
 

A dedicated petition builder to help you create, review, analyse, and 
improve documentation to boost approval rates and reduce RFEs. 

The Petition Analysis feature evaluates petitions on 9 critical factors 
using an algorithm and recommends areas of improvement. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



A Clear and Transparent Path to 
Immigration for Individuals 
 

 
 

We reduce the anxiety of Beneficiaries 

 
It is not easy for individuals who aspire to build a life in the US, to navigate 
the complex US immigration processes to enter the country for work, 
family or otherwise. Working with employers or attorneys to pave the 
immigration path may have its own challenges like tons of paperwork, with 
no prior notice to ready documentation. Complete lack of transparency in 
petition building and outcomes is another challenge. 
 
Immiserve is the best Immigration Software, that is cloud-based, for 
individuals. It provides a better, more efficient way for individuals to work 
with employers to prepare, track, manage, and navigate their visa 
processing, going beyond any immigration software. Our goal is to engage 
beneficiaries in petition building by working collaboratively, towards an 
open and transparent immigration process. 

 

 

 

 



One-time Digital Profile, Rest Assured 
 

Coordinate digitally with petitioners and attorneys to create profiles with 
accurate details about personal and professional backgrounds. Create 
personal and family profile once, see petitions with integrated profile 
data. 

 

Collaborative and Transparent Petition Building 

 
Collaborate and improve petitions with employers and attorneys. Track 
petition status and stay informed. Complete transparency in petition 
building and clarity about the next steps. 

 

Automatic Notifications, won’t Let You Forget Anything 
 
 

Automatic notifications triggered for pending items, no other reminders 
needed, no memory lapse. Alerts about any updates to the petition or any 
missing information / documents through the platform. 

 
 
 

Family is the Heart of the Matter 

 
Family-based immigration supports a wide range of visas, so your heart is 
in the right place. End-to-end immigration needs of beneficiaries and 
family members on a single platform, reducing time and effort. 

 

 

 



Services of IMMISERVE 
 

We are Specialists in: 
 

 

 

 

Work Visa 
 

You found your dream job in the US. There are a number of different 
options for individuals seeking temporary employment in the States. These 
include temporary skilled worker visas, investor visas, business visitor 
visas, among others. Immiserve enables temporary workers to work in the 
US by covering a range of work visas. This helps eligible professionals 
build their lives and fulfil their aspirations. 

 

 

Family Visa 
 

You love your job and are making most of your opportunity in the US. 
You now want to get your family over and this is understandable. The 
U.S. immigration system is built in part on the concept of family unity 
and therefore makes it possible for permanent residents and citizens to 
bring their families to the U.S. as legal permanent residents. We cover a 
range of family-based visas and forms. 

 

 



Humanitarian Visa 
 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) allows certain foreign 
nationals who do not have a visa to receive an alternative known as 
humanitarian parole. We cover a bunch of these forms. 

 
 
Naturalization Visa 

 
Naturalization is the process through which an immigrant to the United 
States can become a U.S. citizen, if eligible. We cover a range of forms 
under this category. 

 
 
  
We reduce the anxiety of Beneficiaries 
 

Immiserve is the best Immigration Software, that is cloud-based, for 
individuals. It provides a better, more efficient way for individuals to work 
with employers to prepare, track, manage, and navigate their visa 
processing, going beyond any immigration software. Our goal is to engage 
beneficiaries in petition building by working collaboratively, towards an 
open and transparent immigration process. 

 

Immiseve’s Transformative Features: 

 
Showcase Immiserve’s features that directly address and eliminate 
these frustrations. From streamlined document management to up-to-
the-minute compliance updates, Immiserve is designed to make your 
immigration experience smooth and stress-free. 

 

 

 

https://imagility.co/blog/how-does-immigration-software-help-a-law-firm-grow/
https://imagility.co/blog/how-does-immigration-software-help-a-law-firm-grow/


Conclusion 

 
Immiserve Software is not just a solution; it’s your escape route from the 
frustrations of immigration software. Embrace a new era of efficiency and 
ease with Immiserve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://imagility.co/blog/how-does-immigration-software-help-a-law-firm-grow/


 

 

This Immiserve Application Covering the Services 
 from Starting to Ending… 

 

 

 

  THANK YOU… 
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